Microsoft Teams Voice
Implementation in 6 weeks

Our delivery process
Week 1-2
Envision and discover

Phone continues to be an important part of doing
business. However, the problem is that many
enterprises continue to use multiple phone systems
and platforms, adding unnecessary costs.


Executive workshop to understand the vision for
intelligent communications.
Comparison between legacy PBX and Teams.
Explore Team’s key benefits across licensing,
governance, and IT process and support.

With Teams Phone, get a high-quality integrated
calling solution to make and receive phone calls from
anywhere and combine unified communications with
teamwork capabilities, enabling people to call, chat,
meet and collaborate from a single solution.

A

sses
Analyze current environment and network to
understand gaps.

P

la
hare the migration roadmap to move to Teams.
Outline personas and use cases
Understand change readiness, and share user
adoption and training plan.
Design a reference architecture.
Configure and provision key aspects such as PSTN
connectivity, calling plans, E911, endpoints, etc.
S

Enhance productivity
Bring together calling, chat, meetings, and
collaboration in an all-in-one solution. On
average, employees save 1.25 hours per week.

Connect anywhere
Enabling calling and receiving capabilities from
anywhere, and on any device.

Week 3-6
onfigur

C

onfigure Microsoft 365 tenant for Teams
Configure additional features such as dial plans,
common area phones, dial-in conferencing, etc.

Simplify admin

C

Easily add, monitor, and manage voice and
video calling from one admin center.
I

Improve security

mplemen
onduct a pilot (15%) migration, test it and do
the final implementation.
C

Tie user’s identity with Azure Active Directory
to get better visibility and threat signaling.

A

doptio
Provide on-demand adoption and success material
Provide admin training.

Fast-track and ensure a seamless
move to Teams calling

S

har
Transfer deployment documentation to your team
Review managed services options.

With Enabling Technologies, get a partner with a track
record of proven success envisioning, onboarding and
managing voice solutions for Microsoft Teams.

Duration: 6 Weeks

Cost: $75,000

Enabling Technologies leverages the “best practices approach” to deliver predictable
business outcome in every engagement
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dvanced Specialization

alling for Teams | Meetings and Meeting Rooms for
Teams | Teamwork Deployment | Adoption and Change
Management

C

2020 U.S. Partner of the Year for Teams
Calling and Meetings

2020 Global Finalist for Teams Calling and
Meetings

2018 US Partner of the Year for Intelligent
Communications

Ready to get started? Get in touch with us with at
Deb McIsaac | DMcIsaac@enablingtechcorp.com
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